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JUNE 20, 1996

A N A R M S T R ON G S T A T E C O L L E GE S T U D E N T P U B LI C A T I O N

Inkwell
Srtmunth, G*.

Heme of the J996 Olympic y*chtinf Events

The College Formerly
Known As Armstrong?
A University By Any
Other Name...
In the horse trading business it is consid tip of South Carolina down to the Florida
ered bad luck t o change a horse's name. This Boarder, i.e. the Georgia Atlantic region.
Still, a lot of people weren't too impressed
isn't such a ba d thing if you end up buying a
horse with a name like Lucky Peach or Secre with the proposed name change. "Sounds like a
tariat, but what do you do when you buy a horse railway station to me," said one disgruntled stu
named Sonny's Little Lard Butt or What a Slow dent. "It has a technical college ring to it," said
another. Everyone was excited about going to
Mover?
Chances are you either change the name University status, but many felt the name of
and hope that the gods of horse trading don't Armstrong should remain in the title.
The originators of the Georgia Atlantic
condemn your first bom to a lifeof stall mucking
and riding broncs or, you get creative and try to name refused to give way, arguing that the name
come up with a better name that everyone can change could only prove T>eneficial; put ASC,
live with that sounds enough like the original quite literally, on the map. The school of Arts
name in the hope that the gods will be appeased and Sciences would still retain the name of
(ex: Sola ris replaces Sonny's Lard Butt and Armstrong: The George F. and Lucy C.
Armstrong College of Arts and Sciences, thus
What a Slow Mover becomes Taz ) .
While there is nothing in the rule books giving credit where credit was due. After all,
about it being unlucky to change school names, Hendricks reminds us, it was Lucy who granted
tradition is a hard thing to let go of and when the Armstrong House for use as a college after
Dr. Chris Hendricks announced in an SGA her husband was dead, yet we seem to credit
meeting that ASC would most likely be re the gift to him, not her.The administration build
named Georgia Atlantic University, and when ing could be renamed Armstrong Hall.
This idea sounded reasonable, but a num
that announcement leaked out to the public a
week ahead of schedule, a lot of students, fac ber of folks still weren't happy with the way
ulty and alumni were ready to take up arms and the situation had been handled. Visions of the
defend the name of Armstrong to the bitter end. Stingrays and the firing of the Women's Bas
Most of us just assumed that when ASC ketball Coaches had left a bad sense of distrust
went to University status, the name of the school in the minds of students and faculty alike.
President Burnett was quick to respond to
would change to Armstrong State University,
but a Blue Ribbon Committee established by the concerns of everyone involved and onTues
the Board of Regents had other ideas. The com day, June 11, he set up three meetings, one with
mittee requested that all senior colleges offer the faculty at 12:30, another with student gov
ing masters prog rams be granted the status of ernment leaders at 1:30 and an evening session
University a nd that they include in their title with the alumni at 6:00.
President Burnett addressed the fact that
the name of State University plus a regional
student enrollment at ASC was up 6% forSpring
identifier to tie them to Georgia.
On a history field trip, Dr. Olavi Arens Quarter. He pointed out that ASC's graduate
came up with the name Georgia Atlantic State school was currently being attended by
University. Dr. Hendricks defended the title as aproximately 450 students. He also announced
it would apply to all 10 counties where the that the Chancellor was trying to make a better
Armstrong student body resides, including the system that would get ASC recognized nation
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ally and pointed to a119 page report that looked
at college norms and how they fit into national
patterns.
ASC was one of the few schools in the
nation that did not have a name that reflected
it's geographic origins and supported the Re
gents recommendation to form a clearer geo
graphic identity. Burnett mentioned the fact that
two schools in the area already had the letters
ASU as their titles and assured faculty that we
would not be adopting the controversial name
change of Georgia Atlantic State University or
GAS-U, even though a lot of people thought it
would make for a great fight song at competi
tive athletic meets.
Burnett also commented that Georgia State
University was tapering off their Health mis
sion and that ASC could broaden its base to
accommodate Health Science students in the
state of Georgia. In a closing statement, before
the issue was brought up for faculty discussion,
Burnett stated that ASC was no longer a com
munity college, but a regional institute. "We
want to get away from the idea of Abercorn
High. Nobody else knows us outside this re
gion."
The first of the faculty to be recognized
was Lloyd Newberry."I've been here 28 years,"
he stated, "[a] name change was never seriously
talked about before. I didn't like the change at
first, but then felt selfish...." Newberry said that
he had looked negatively at the name change
for personal reasons, but that the more he spo
ke
with the faculty, the more he became convinced
that a more universal name was needed.
Dr. Beumer stated that he also looked at
the name change on a personal basis, " A rose
by any other name is just as sweet." Beumer
stated that he did not think that a geographical
name change would make much difference out-

Continued on page 3
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letters:

openly and freely with intellect and passion.
For many of our traditional students, col
lege is the first place available to them to
learn about controversial issues or at least
the mirror side of the issue. I feel this give
and take process eliminates many militant,
facist views of controversial subjects. How
else does one really learn?
The Holocaust pictures of mutilated
bodies used in experiments or piles of skel
etal bodies are extremely graphic and can
be considered offensive. The photos of
dried-up rats being used in experiments or
seals with bashed in heads or the dead children from the Oklahoma bombing are they
again graphic? Should we supress these
photos because they would or could be considered offensive? Should we not educate

Dear Editor,
The recent abortion debate raised by
the insertion of the prolife advertisement
really surprised me. I realize that abortion
is very controversial and will continue to be
so until something else becomes available
to replace it. However, I feel that no matter
where you stand, you should educate your
self on allsides of an issue tobe able toform
a rational, educated opionion. As an older
student, I feel that college should be one
place where any issue can be discussed

Annette Logue
former Editor of Inkwell
Student
Staff

contents:

ASC name debate cont. .... 3
Dear Editor,
In response to Armstrong State College Staff
ROTC Awards
5
Member Lauretta Harmon's letter of the May
Economics Report
6
23rd issue, I was very disappointed to see
that a staff member who is involved with
May Follies Highlights
7
students, lacks such intelligence and has no
Student Awards
8
morals and no respect for LIFE. Abortion is
murder that is a FACT. The pictures in the
Ebony Coalition
9
Pro-Life insert were very sickening, but it
Anthropology FieldWOfk.... 10
is really a lot worse, but it was all the truth.
_
pollen©
Abortion is no way to treat a life: It's mur
Community
College
der. Murder is wrong, and one day each of
QoncemS
.11
you that support the Pro-Choice movement
*
HO
Arrion
c
and each that partook in taking a life will
Announcements
13
face God....and have to answer to Him...Th
e
QOUCheS Comer:
Almighty, Creator of LIFE, creator ofALL.
Talk about disappointment...God is truly dis
^ Campus Event Review.
14
appointed with the way people can snuff out
Lauretta Hannon's statement that this py nny Pages
15
a human life and then be -proud of it.
was
"inflammatory
tripe"
that
"only
dumbs
Hannon is obviously not a wise, God fear
16
The Back Page.
ing person which is clearly stated in the the abortion discourse further and is an in
Bible.. Proverbs 15:33.... The fear of God sult to all women." amazed me. As a per
is the instruction of Wisdom... My sixteen son in Public Relations, she should realize
Rrmstrong State College
year old is in the process of selecting a col that using the word -ALL- in print usually
11935 Rbercorn Street
lege, Armstrong was on her list...but if it is is very dangerous. I am an educated woman
Sauannah,GR 31419
and
did
not
feel
that
it
was
an
insult
nor
did
filled with instructors that do not respect life,
I think wewill choose another.....And to you it "dumb" the issue for me. Rather, I find
(912)927-5351
FRK 921 -5497
Editor, don't be a coward...You must be Pro her statement more offensive because she 0)
e-mail:inku>ell@mailgate.
made
a
judgement
for
me
and
many
other
Life or Pro Choice.... YOU CAN'T SERVE
3
Rrmstrong.EDU
TWO MASTERS... (evil and God). Mathew women who are quite capable in making up Si
6:24...No man can serve two masters; for our own minds about an issue through edu
B.J. English
editor
either he will hate the one or love the other, cation, for religious reasons or personal ex
=st 3 ft
perience.
or else he will hold to the one and despise
Carrie lllhiddon
I am pro-choice. Abortion is a
the other. Pro-Choice in regards to Pro
aduertsing manager/
assistant editor
Abortion is evil....Pro Life is Godly. It's re choice. Raising the child is a choice. Adop
tion
is
a
choic
e.
Whatever
a
woman
chooses
ally very simple. Your editorial sounded like
S p o r t s Edito r
you did not have courage to state what you to do is her decision. Who will be her judge?
D o u g l a s Chan co
truly thought. Rev. 3:16
so then because You? If your answer is God , then let God
you are luke warm, and neither cold or hot, judge her. If the pamphlet helped a woman
S t a f f Writer s
I will spew thee out of my mouth....James decide not to have an abortion, she made a
Dion Couch
J o Lloyd
1:8 A double minded man is unstable in all choice. If the pamphlet infuriated a woman
his ways.... Think on these things; goodness, enough to stand up for someone's right to
truth, honesty and God. If Jesus is in your have an abortion, she made a choice. All
Photograph y:
Stud ent P h ot o g r a p h i c Services
heart, you must be Pro-Life, and if he is not material in some way is educational. So
in your heart, you need to seek Him and His remember, if you find it offensive look at
A d vi s o r: III Ha rris
Kingdom. All will face God on judgement the other side, weighh the pros and cons,
day.
make a rational, educated opinion and de
Saved
bate. But never speak for all people.
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particularly good job of highlighting our rela
tionship with the University of Georgia unless
stated that he did not think that a geographical we include that," said Shipley. "One of the prob
name change would makemuch difference out lems with the name Armstrong, it seems to me
side of marketing and public relations." I think is that it sounds very private. It also frankly
we need to think about the future beyond pub sounds vaguely religious and so it sounds like
lic relations." Beumer was concerned about how we are a small private religious school."
students of th e past, present and future would
This last comment drewsome incredulous
view a name change to the school they gradu looks and before Shipley could dig himself in
ated from or will graduate from. He polled 35 any deeper, President Burnett politely inter
exam takers. Only 12 out of the 35 responded, rupted and moved the conversation on the Dr.
but of those who did, 9 of 12 preferred to keep Lefavi who expressed concerns that many
the title of Armstrong if we b ecome a Univer people who reviewed grants did indeed take note
sity.
of where the school was located and what the
Dr. Janet Stone went next and spoke against reputation of the school was. Lefavi stated that
the name change. Her decision was based on having been in Florida and having been associ
her association with th e writing of ASC's his ated with Florida Atlantic, he thought the name
tory and she light heartedly stated that she was Georgia Atlantic should catch on quicker than
struck at the irony coming from her colleagues the name Armstrong in Grant writing recogni
in the history department who proposed the tion. "Armstrong will sound private and no one
name change to Georgia Atlantic. "The [new] will no where it is," stated LeFavi.
name will identify us with coastal Georgia,"
Dr. Warlock was recognized next and light
stated Stone and she agreed that this was an ened the serious mood by stating, "you know,
advantage, but she continued, "a new name is once you're retired it's nice to even be recog
no name. It has no recognition. It doesn't sound nized." To which Burnett replied, "Are you go
prestigious. A mail order college could call it ing to change your name?". After the laughter,
self Georgia Atlantic University and have the Warlick stated that he felt geography does make
same sound to the name. Usually institutions a difference.He stated that when he would give
create their prestige, as Dr. Beumer has said, talks outside the state of Georgia or even out
through a reputation based on experience...they side the Chatham County area, people would
create their names, their names do not create confuse ASC with SSC when he told them it
them."
was located in Savannah. Warlick said that in
As far as maintaining and recruiting stu the west, they associate us with Armstrong Col
dents, Dr. Stone felt that the issue was debat lege at Berkeley and elsewhere they just respond
able as the student body tends to be heavily lo with a blank stare. He felt a name change with
cal and heavily commuter students, including a geographic location might eliminate that prob
large percentage of nontraditional students. She lem.
felt the Armstrong name does have meaning and
"Can we consider other names?" asked
that theonly reason for changing it wasbecause Deamva Cross. Burnett asked for her sugges
the Chancellor didn't like the name and didn't tions... "perhaps S.E. Georgia University?"
think it meant anything. She likened a name came the query. Burnett said that they had al
change to a woman who takes on her husbands ready heard several other suggestions from
last name when she marries. "The name is cer Ogeechee to Chatham to Low Country, but said
tainly the primary thing that attaches us to our he was willing to put it up to a vote. "I would
early alumni, but it's alsothe thing that attaches like to have your opinion," said Burnett to Cross.
us to our earlier history. When you change your "Well, I don't like thename!" said Cross in com
name you cut off your history. Any married pliance, to which Burnett couldn't help but
woman in this room knows that," said Stone to smile.
a rousing round of affirming female voices.
Coach Andreas Koth perhaps gave the
In closing S tone remarked, " I would ar strongest testament for keeping the name of
gue that anything that can be done under a new Armstrong. He reminded the faculty th at the
name can be done under and old name."
tennis team at ASC wasknown both nationally
Dr. Hendricks went n ext, explaining how and internationally with two National Champi
the name Georgia Atlantic grew out of a fac onships. "Believe me,"said Koth, "people know
ulty field trip, and reemphasized that the new where Armstrong State is." Koth remarked that
name would put ASC on the map and give stu the name Armstrong wasn't so much the issue
dents recognition for the work that they did. He as was the issueof still being a college, as people
felt that the new name would help recruit more tend to have more respectfor the word Univer
sity. "People associate the word University with
graduate students to the school.
Dr. Shipley agreed that the new name a higher status," said Koth.
Another instructor insinuated that the name
would be beneficial t o ASC, though when the
name was first announced, he was reminded of Armstrong should be eliminated from our title
the stingrays incident and was "puzzled about because it reflected the legacy of segregation
the omission of State. "I don't see that we do a when ASC began as an all white college.

Name Change Debate cont

Dr. Douglass expressed concerns that he
was uncomfortable making a decisionabout the
name change without having an idea as to how
the students and alumni felt about it.
The meeting was adjourned with the fac
ulty in favor of changing the name of ASC to
Georgia Atlantic by a nearly 3 to 1 margin.
The meeting with the student government
reflected an even higher majority of students in
favor of dropping the Armstrong name from the
University status and keeping it as the name of
the Liberal Arts College.
This came as a surprise to a number of in
dividuals who felt the students would be most
adamant about a name change that had not been
fully looked into by a student/faculty/alumni
panel.
The Alumni expressed their concerns over
dropping the name Armstrong from the Univer
sity title and generally agreed that they would
support any name as long as it contained
Armstrong. A new name, Armstrong Atlantic
University was suggested at this time and the
next day, a meeting was held for the faculty and
staff to discuss their opinions.
Melanie Mirande, who recruits new s tu
dents to ASC was a bit surprised that no one
had bothered to clue her in on the name change
and urged the faculty, who were 87 - 31in favour
of the name Georgia Atlantic, to please not dis
miss the wishes of the students and alumni.
Public Relations Director, Lauretta
Hannon, stated that ASC had over 60,000
alumni and reminded the audience that we
would be required to place the words, "A part
of the University System of Georgia on all our
logos, so that even if we kept the name
Armstrong, people would know where we were.
The meeting on June 13th , wrapped up
with 4 possible name changes for ASC:
Armstrong State University, Georgia Atlantic
University, Armstrong Atlantic State University
and Georgia Armstrong State University.
As we are required to have State in the
name somewhere, this means that if we choose
the latter name or that of Georgia Atlantic, we
will become known as GAS-U, but a number
of people felt this was unimportant and Burnett
joked, "In time, this too will pass."
Burnett feared that a blood bath between
faculty and alumni would occur if a compro
mise could not b e met soon. The majority of
the faculty feel that the name Armstrong will
hurt us in recruiting new students and in gain
ing grant money. The majority of the alumni
polled, felt that the nameArmstrong tied us to a
geographic location by virtue of it's association
with Savannah's history. Some also expressed
concerns that if the name Armstrong were
dropped entirely, then those who knew us for
merly as Armstrong, would not recognize us at
all.
A member of the Public Relations office
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said that it was her job to make sure that we
were known. This drew the criticism of sev 
eral staff and students who felt that the name
scrutiny
of
being
guilty
until
proven
innocent.
More
change was just another marketing ploy like
By Melissa Fogle
so,
the
Constitution
means
that
I
shall
not
live
in
a
changing our colors to teal, silver and maroon,
Our forefathers knew that a democracy would
mean nothing if the ideals of liberalism and repub police state. I shall be free from fear and retribu or becoming the Stingrays instead of the Pi 
licanism were not incorporated and protected. None tion. My house shall not be pillaged nor made ha rates.
doubted that tyranny could exist in a democracy. ven for none other than I say. Some limitations shall
Joe Buck, arriving late from a trip bac k
The constitution is guarantor that the minority shall exist on the government. The passions of men can from the CHAOS retreat summed it up when
be secure from the whims of the majority. Our fore not be left to trust and reason can only be sustained
he said, "Naming the institution should not be
fathers also knew that freedom and equality would by law. The Constitution is the law upon which my
a Name That Tune game." He personally stated
faith
believes
and
rests.
I
know
if
there
was
no
Con
mean nothing if tai nted by t he greed of the major
stitution,
nothing
of
which
I
speak
would
matter.
a liking for Armstrong Atlantic and reminded
ity. Democracy, as well as the Constitution, would
Liberty,
freedom,
equality
and
fairness
would
exist
the crowd that, as Lauretta Hannon had stated,
be no more than the ink that created it.
in
purity
only
in
the
parameters
of
my
mind.
the name Georgia would appear under our new
The center of the democratic ideal is that indi
Indeed, a part of me pains for I realize that the
viduals are important - that political institutions ex
University logo.
ist to serve the people rather than the reverse. It ex original words of the Constitution did not apply to
The Savannah News Press jumped on the
ists by the virtue of the people. It is a government of my kin, but a part of m e prides all the same. For I issue, with some misinformation, but basically
the people, for the people, and by the people. I stand am now part of a document that has proven adapt brought the point home that Savannah State had
proud to be among and amidst these people. I am able and successful. Success not being measured by
already become Savannah State University, but
one among many and I have a voice. The Constitu perfection but by progress. Hands that once picked
tion - supreme law of the land means the people too cotton can now pick what they wish. Through i n that ASC was too busy debating a name change
corporation of the Fourteenth Amendment, I shall to be granted that status.
shall maintain a level of supremacy.
Never fear though, no matter what name
I have always understood the limitations that receive due process and equal protection of the law.
The
Fifteenth
Amendment
and
the
Nineteenth
as

we decide on or don't decide on, we will be
exist on my liberties and rights as an American. I
respect the Constitution because it ensures respect sures that I, as an African American female, shall come a University, perhaps as early as July of
shall likewise be returned. When I walk out of the have a voice through voting. Through legislation and this year...and yes if you have ASC on y our
door every morning for school, I am in pursuit of laws our Constitution has proven refuge for all. It is current diploma, it is still valid! As a matter of
my dream. Unlike some countries in the world, I a convenant, a place of solace from the political fact, Dr. Burnett assures us that ASCtraditions
can be what I want to be, not what the government pulpit of men. Although the Constitution was not
will not be hurt whether we lose the name
says I have to be. In the midst of legal crisis I know created for twentieth century Americans, through
Armstrong
or not. We will still give out Silver
I will be afforded due process of law. I will be inno dedication, innovation, and legislation, it is work
A's and not Silver gas pumps.
cent until proven guilty and not subjected to the strict ing.
Some might view all the debate over anew
name as trivial and think that'thfPitudents, fac
ulty, staff and alumni are too indecisive or out
of touch with what each other wants, but it
By College Press Service
would appear to be just the opposite. Every
one at ASC has shown concern over an issue
JobDirect http://www.jobdirect.com
This service is geared specifically toward college students and allows users to fill out an electronic that will become the legacy of the future gen
resume form. The resume is then stored in a database, which companies can peruse. Students also eration and we all, in our own way, want to
receive job listings in their in-box.
make sure that the legacy we leave behind will
Job Trak http://wwwjobtrak.com
be one everyone will be proud of.
Bills itself as the nation's leading job listing service. Job Tr' "srtners with hundreds of universi ty
ed.- Personally, I like the name o f
career centers and utilized by over 200,000 employers. Over 700 new jobs posted each day.
Armstrong Atlantic or Georgia-Armstrong At
CareerPath.Com http://www.careerpath.com
Features more than 40,000 help-wanted ads from six major newspapers, including The New York Times, lantic. Georgia Atlantic is rather impersonal and
copy cats Florida Atlantic, which, by the way,
The Washington Post and Chicago Tribune.
I had never heard of until this debate began.
College Grad Job Hunter http://www.collegegrad.com
Describes itself as "your link to life after college" and gives advice on resume writing.
As for having a geographic locator in the
The Catapult http://www.jobweb.org/catapult/catapult.html
name making us more well known, well, I
Contains information on companies, grad schools, financial aid, interviewing skills and more.
worked as a tour guide for over 5 years and
Nationjob http://www.nationjob.com
have traveled extensively and can tell you that
Provides thousands of job listings and a feature called P.J. (for Personal Job) Scout, a little guy who will
once
you cross the Maryland line northand the
find job listings foryou "and store them in your e-mail account.
Texas line west, a lot of folks don't even know
Career Shop http://www.tenkey.com/CareerShop.htm
Offers a plethora of job listings and allows searches bas ed on job title, salar y, experience, geographic where Georgia is, much less Armstrong!
A cowboy I met in Wyoming thought
area and key words.
Georgia was nothing but a giant inland swamp,
E-Span Inc. http://www.espan.com
Obtains a personal profile and matches jobs with your credentials and sends them directly to your e-mail infested with illiterate red necks, alligators and
account.
the KKK. Maybe having the Olympics here will
The Main Quad
http://www.mainquad.com
change all that. Maybe becoming Georgia At
Features Extreme Resume Drop, where students and recent alumni can send resumes to more than 150 lantic is something we can live with.
companies.
In any event, the students and staff would
Job Bank
http://iiagps.varesearch.com/NAGPS/nagps-hp.html
like to give a special thanks to Dr. Burnett and
Geared toward the specialized job hunt of graduate students, and can be accessed by member universi
all those responsible in responding so quickly
ties of the National Association of Graduate-Professional Students.
to everyone's concerns.

What the Constitution Means to Me

Where The Jobs Are

Page 5

ROTC Participant Recognized
Presentation of
Awards

DA Superior Cadet Awards
Solomon Wilson MS I (ASC)
Saundra Taylor MS II (SSC)
Roy Heffner MS III (ASC)
Jennifer Kenard (ASC)
The American Defense Preparedness Award
Byron Needum (SSC)
The AUSA Award
James Curlee (SSC)
Aaron Gould (ASC)
The AUSA Military History Award
Michael Martin MS I (SSC)
Reserve Officer's Association Award
Kristen Schimd MS II (SSC) Bronze
Patrick Cobb MS m (SSC)
Silver
Gary Cooper MS IV (SSC)
Gold
The American Legion Award
GME
Bruce Carter MS in (SSC)
GME
Paul Horn MS HI (ASC)
Byron Needum MS IV (SSC) GME
Scholastic Excel.
Eddie Turner MS HI (SSC)
Scholastic Excel.
Gary Cooper MS IV (SSC)
Marksmanship
Jarrett Hunter MS HI (SSC)
Citizenship
Aleta Escoto MS HI (ASC)
Citizen
Olivia Rozier MS HI (SSC)
Herman Baldwin MS 111 (ASC) Citizen
VFW Award
Kelvin Pennill MS II (SSC)
AMVETS of WWHAward
Traci Emick MS HI (ASC)
Olivia Rozier MS HI (SSC)
The Retired Officer's Association
Alexander Robinson MS III (SSC)
Carl Wilson MS m (ASC)
Military Order of the World War Award
James Anthony MS I (SSC)
Gregory Wilhelm MS I (ASC)
Benard Jarvis MS II (ASC)
Kelvin Pennill MSII (SSC)
Rodney Blount MS HI (SSC)
Hakim Fenderson MS III OR II (ASC)
Georia Society of the War of 1812 Award
Tonya Patterson MS II (ASC)
Chantrice Rogers MS II (SSC)
National Sojourners Award
Robert Randall
Tiever Adams MS LL (SSC)

Sons of the American Revolution (SAR) Award
Reagan Edens MS III (SSC)
Dean Deese MS II (ASC)
Daughters of the American Revolution
Olivia Rozier MS HI (SSC)
Ranger Challenge Award
RODNEY BLOUNT
PATRICK COBB
JAMES CURLEE
ALEXANDER ROBINSON
EDDIE TURNER
KELVIN FENNILL
MICHAEL MARTIN
JARRETT HUNTER
HAKIM FENDERSON

National Society Daughter of the Founders
and Patriots of America
TIFFANY HOLLINGER MS H MS I (SSC)

ASC Economics Issues
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Men's Brains Shrink,
Study Finds

bought by GM "to expose GM to high-tech
thinking." This idea never fully connected so
GM decided to turn over shares earned, worth
about $8.5 billion, to theGM pension fund. This
Submitted By: Andrew Kovalcin
will allow the pension fund to reap the mon
Today, wages and incomes are de
etary benefits of the sale of EDS.
By College Press Service
picted as a flat line, while stocks are soaring.
Hughes Electronics is next on the list to be
PHILADELPHIA—Some women have
Money is pouring into the stock market.
weeded out. It was thought that Hughes could
suspected
it; perhaps grumpy old men have al
Mutual Funds have increased by $55 billion. supply GM with electronic ingenuity thatwould
Over 67-million workers are covered by
help create safer, better cars. This $5.2 billion ways suspected it. But a Universityof Pennsyl
Company retirement plans and an additional 9 purchase has proved to be a bit disappointing. vania study has confirmed it: Men's brains
million have IRA's or Keoghs. Are these extra But outside GM, Hughes has been successful. shrink as they grow older.
investments good for the whole country?
Before the selling of Hughes, GM will prob According to the Penn researchers, the shrink
Actual statistics on stock ownership may ably want to keep the Delco Division which used age begins in the late teens or early 20s and
surprise many. According to economists James to be partof GM and continues to makeairbags
eventually causes forgetfulness andcrabbiness.
M. Poterba and Andrew A. Sanwick, 36-mil- and antilock brakes.
It also may be a reason why women outlive men.
lion households held some form of stock in
Delphi, the division that makes various auto
So
the next time a boyfriend forgets your birth
1992, either directly or through institutions. This parts, is likea noosearound GM's neck.A fourth
is about 37% of all households, an increase of of its revenues, worth about $26.4 billion in day or grumpily cancels a date to watch a bas
4% from 1983.
1995, camefrom GMcompetitors. Another rea ketball game, cut him some slack. Maybe it's
This is impressive untilit is realized thatin son GM wants to rid themselves of Delphi is his frontal lobe, not him.
the case of directly owned stock, as opposed to because it's product prices are costly.The steep "Men spend most of their time activating a cer
institutionally held investments, the top half of prices are needed to maintain the high wages tain part of their brain," explained Ruben Gur,
one percent own 59% of the total value of ($44/hr.) and fringe benefits of the United Au
a Penn psychology professor who led the team,
stocks.
tomobile Workers. GM would also like to be to radio station WKYW. "It is likely that this is
Lost in these statistics is the fact that the able to shop in non-union areas, a move the
the part of the brain that will suffer the most."
distribution of financial assets remains highly UAW would most certainly fight.
The
shrinkage was detected by the Penn re
distorted. Most people continue to relyon wage
If GM could make all these moves, it would
and salary income to live. These have become be left with a company that does nothing but search team through a series of brain scans on
stagnant and are growing more unequal.
"design cars and trucks, manufacture their men and women between the ages of 18 to 45.
It may be comforting to believe that what power trains and frames, assembles them with In another test, the team observed howmen and
is not made as wages and salary is made up as parts bought from suppliers, and markets those women react when asked to push a button after
shareholders. But to achieve this in reality,cor vehicles around the world."
numbers flashed before them. Men had a lot
porations would have to offer mandatory por
Those at GM feel that taking such actions more trouble than women on the test, particu
table-pensions, stock options or profit-sharing couldn't make things any worse than whatthey
plans to all workers or raise wages so ordinary already are, in fact they may even make them larly older men, Gur said.
Apparently, women's brain do not shrink over
people can afford to save and invest. eBusiness better. (Fortune, April 29, 1996)
Week. April 22, 1996)
time, Gur said. He attributed that in part to an
evolutionary
need for a woman to stick around
ASC's Economic Club is associated with
GM: Headed For the Chop Shop SIFE - Students in Bee Enterprise. SIFE is a longer to take care of offspring.
partnership between higher education and busi For those men wanting to delay the inevitable,
Submitted By - LaKeesha Hearns
ness. Student teams teach others an understand Gur suggests brain exercises.
An art icle, "GM: Why they Might Break ing of how market economics and businesses
Up America's Biggest Company," focuses on operate, and help them use this knowledge to Apparently, a harmful buildup of byproducts
how and why general motors (GM) is planning better themselves, their community, and their gathers and destroys tissue in the part of the
to split up into four different parts. CEO Jack country. It is not a student association and does brain that men use the most. To clear out the
Smith, Outside Director and Former Chairman not charge membership dues to students or in buildup and give the overused part a rest, men
John Small, and Vice Chairman Har ry Pearce stitutions. Membership is open to all students should try using their brains in ways that are
(likely to succeed Smith as CEO) all feel that if at ASC.
different from the normal routine.
divided, GM's value should increase by about
If you are interested in joining SIFE and/ For instance, lawyers could try artwork and
45%.
or The Economics Club, please contact Dr. birdwatching. Teachers or journalists oculd take
The first split on the agenda is to drop EDS,
Yassaman
Saadatm and, Faculty Advisor. Her up musical instruments or gardening. Police
Electronic Data System. EDS is a computer
office
ts
on
the second floor of Vwtor Hall, Room officers might want to do more crossword
company that was founded by R oss Perot and
puzzles.
Men, by the way,begin life with largerbrains—
and generally larger bodies—than women. But
by middle age, their frontal lobes have shrunk
Metropolitan Community Church
to the point where they are the same size, Gur
said.

Soaring Stocks: Are Only the
Rich Getting Richer?

Disciples of tbe Crinity
Worship with us at 6:30 p.m.
321 York Street
231-1065

(regardless of what you may have heard).

The name that denotes a Savannah church, where modem-day disciples welcome
men, women, children and people of color, in fact all people to share and
experience God's inclusive love. A church where faith is the life we live, not the
creed we profess.
This isa Paid Advertisement

The Gathering
http://www.takeme.com
Scholarships, academic and career re
sources, internships, sports, news, en
tertainment, travel, music, debates,
and thousands of links.
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May lollies fit /ISC
Student, faculty, Staff latent
111!
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Left: Gary Guillory
and Simone JoynerBell host the 1996 May
Follies at the ASC
Fine Arts Theater.

Upper Right: Melanie Mirande lead
some members to tears with her
moving rendition of American,
Irish and Original Folk Music.

Left: Genene Jurardo performed
a humerous speech
interpretation complete
with Southern Accent Y'all.
Right: Laura Vega and Jesse Jones
Dance the Cha Cha to
Mack the Knife.

The May Follies was well attended
and everyone seemed to have a good
time. The folks in the student
government kindly provided
refreshments to over 100 of
the event goers.
Money raised from the event will
go to help support the Inner City
Night Shelter.

Student Awards
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ceived the Georgia Consortium Award on In

Results of the Second annual Research ternational Programs and Activities and the 1996
and Scholarship Student Exhibition academic Recognition Day Award from the
Georgia legislature.
The Physical Education department
WE HAD 5 WINNERS THAT WILL EACH awarded the Roy J. Sims Award to Kristi Steele
RECIEVE $240 FROM S GA. THE WINNERS
and the Physical Education Major of the Year
FOR THE SECOND ANNUAL EXHIBITION
Award to Jodi Hatfield.
WERE AS FOLLOWS:
Kelly Mills won the Robert I Phillips
Award
from the Dental Hygiene Department.
1. "STRESS, TASK ANALYSIS, AND CHANGE:
A TECHNICAL PROCESS STUDY"
That department also gave out the Proctor and
STUDENTS: LARRY CHEEK,
Gamble award to Brenda Ivey and the Golden
HAL EVANS, JIM JACOBS,
Scaler Award to Traci Kowalczyk.
KEVIN LANE, JIMMY
The respiratory therapy department hon
LYNES
ored Melanie Bray with the Academic Excel
FACULTY: DAVE CORNELL
lence Award and Karla Hills as the Outstanding
TECH. SUPPORT: BILL KELSO
Clinician.
2. "MEDICAL CARE TEAMS:AN ANALYSIS OF
The associate degree nursing department
WORK PROCESSES AND ATTITUDES OF recognized Deborah Sunken and Luteley
TEAM MEMBERS"
Boxtick as the Best Clinicians and Allison
STUDENTS: ROBIN SALTER, DOREEN
Halbrooks as the Outstanding ADN Graduate.
HIGGINS, KATIE CALVERT
The baccalaureate degree nursing depart
FACULTY: DAVE CORNELL
ment named Heather Cone as the Outstanding
3. "SELECTIVE PREDATION BY THE BSN Graduate and Jane Moore as the winner Jason Blakely receives prestigious Silver Award
MOSSHEAD"
of the Don Levitt Award. Sherri Howard re from President Burnett
STUDENT: LEON AUGUSTINE
ceived the Army Burse Corps Spirit of Nursing
FACULTY: RITIN KHAN
Award.
The languages, literature and dramatic arts
4. "BIOGEOGRAPHY OF THE BRAODdepartment gave the Outstanding English Ma
STRIPED DWARF SIREN"
jor Award to Jesse Jones. Chris Collins received
STUDENT: MICHAEL FRICK
FACULTY: RITIN KHAN
the Jones Scholar Award. The Lillian spencer
Award for Best Prose in the student publication
5. "AUTOMATING THE SIMPLIFICATION OF Calliope went to David Starnes, for art to Des
DIGITAL LOGIC CIRCUITS"
Purcell. Freya Poller received the Wesley an
STUDENT: DOUGLAS CHANCO
Scholar Award and Sonya Wood and Marti
FACULTY: STEPHEN JODIS
Baker were honored with the Writing Center
Award for Outstanding Tutor.
THANKS TO ALL THATPARTICIPATED!
The School of Education bestowed the
Dean's
Award for Academic Excellence on
From the Office of Public Relations: Sarah Metzgar
ASC Award WinnersAnnounced Christina Aaron and Nancy Roberts. The Deans
Award for Academic Excellence at the
Several Armstrong State College faculty Brunswick Center went to Cynthia Thornton.
The chemistry, physics and engineering de
members and students were honored at the An
partment
gave its Outstanding Senior Academic
nual Awards Convocation on Thursday, May 30.
Awards were given for both scholarly and ser Award to Clinton Brooks. Brooks also won the
Presidents' Cup Award.
vice achievements.
Mathematics and computer Science hon
The Leslie B. Davenport Award, form the
biology department, went to Elizabeth Smith. ored James Grieco as the Outstanding Senior
The biology department also honored Leon for C.S.
The Joseph A. Buck Award went to Herbert Samone Joyner-Bell acccepts award from Vice
Augustine with the Biology Faculty Special
President Butler.
Katamba. The Outstanding College Union
Recognition Award.
The Student Government Association Staff Board Member was named as Dion Couch. The
Service Award went to Richard Nordquist. The Henry L. Ashmore Award went to Jason
Kristina Brockmeier Award went to Judy Herndon.
Reported by David Cornell

Awong- Taylor and the Yvonne English Memo
rial Award went to Lorie Williams.
The history department awarded both the
Phi Alpha Theta award for the Outstanding His
tory Major and the Roger K. Warlick Prize in
History to Grace Robbins. Robbins also re

The prestigious Silver A Awards for Ser
vice and Academics went to Samone JoynerBell, Jason Blakely, James Jacobs, Angie
Murray, Mary Elizabeth Russell and Cassandra
Lynn Wilson.
Congratulations to ALL!
°

—
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Ebony Coalition and Map
Awareness Day Report
from Myrah Duncan

The acting officers for MAP are:
President - Myrah Duncan
Vice President - Keli Gaines
Secretary - Veronique Thomas
Treasurer - Cedric Slay
The acting officers for Ebony Coalition are:
President - Keli Gaines
Vice President - Amethyst Shortz
Secretary - Vennittah Mumelo
Treasurer - Charlene Donald
MAP and Ebony Coalition Awareness Day was
a great success! Sixty students were recruited.
Over 100 hot dogs and cups of fruit punch were
distributed. Thanks to Mr. Owens, Amethyst
Shortz, David Smith (SAX), Veronique Thomas
and Elizabeth.

Dean Megathlin viewed pictures from leader
ship conferences at Columbus College and
Jekyll Island. MAP sponsored students for those
conferences. Keli and Myrah gave Dean
Megathlin and Mrs. Scott insight about MAP
and Ebony Coalition.
Nevertheless, many do not know about MAP The Minority Advisement Program, or the
Ebony Coalition. MAP is the unit of ASC spe
cifically designed to work closely with our tar
geted minority population. The primary goal of
MAP is to promote academic success and to
retain minority students. To meet this goal, MAP
services are coordinated with the Academic
Division, Special Services Program, Indepen
dent Learning Center, and other areas on cam
pus to devise, encourage and promote services
to meet the needs of minority students. Ebony
Coalition is the social part of MAP.
MAP and Ebony Coalition would like to Thank
Professor Brown, Ms. Busky, Elizabeth, Ken,
Dean Megathlin, Natasha, Mr. Owens, Plant
Operations, David Smith (SAX), Student Ac
tivities and the acting officers.
Thank you! Myrah Duncan.

•.

.•
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Antiques
Our ancestors had a problem when
trying to serve food that w as meant
to be cold. The refrigerator is a 20thcentury idea. The ice box that was
used in the 19th century was a luxury
limited to areas where natural ice
was available. But the wealthy
managed to cool wine or fruit at ban
quets even in earlier times. Cold
water from mountain streams or ice
that had been cut from lakes and
stored in the winter was used to cool
food on the table.
In the 1790s, sets of dishes in
cluded "fruit coolers" or "ice pails."
The cooler was made of three pieces:
a deep bowl, a liner and a cover. It
was displayed on the table during a
meal.
By 1840, the ice cooler was out of
fashion. It no longer was a required
part of a complete set of dessert
dishes.
***

Q. Thirty years ago, my
grandfather gave me an aluminum
flip-top case that holds 10
aluminum "cards." The case says
"Souvenir of St. Louis."The cards
show scenes relating to naked
women, little boys urinating and
males looking under women's
skirts. What are these?
A. Your grandfather must have
visited the World's Fair in St. Louis
in 1904. The 10 "Bawdy Cards" in
their aluminum cases were sold as
souvenirs. They're worth from $100
to $200.
***

Q. I would like to know some
thing about my black satin candle
sticks with "twisted" shafts. They
have no identifying marks on
them. I know they are quite old.
A. The United States Glass Co.
made such candlesticks in 1926. The
company had factories in Pittsburgh;
Giassport, Pa.; and Tiffin, Ohio.
In 1923, Cambridge Glass Co.
made a nearly identical design.
Cambridge candlesticks have two
vertical mold seam lines. The United
States Glass version has three.
Your candlesticks are worth about

$80.

Keli Gaines - President Ebony Coalition, VP- MAP
—

***

Veronique Thomas - Secretary for MAP

©1996 by King Features Synd.

UXJHde

Keli Gaines Recruits
membership for the Ebony
Coalition and MAP - The
Minority Advisement
Program of Armstrong
State College at the Quad
On Wednesday June 5th.
The key is to not let 'em
push you around-they can
smell fear, y a know."
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Anthropological Fieldwork in India: Part I.
By Dr. Walker
In the last issue of the Inkwell, I shared
with you some of my experiences in India as a
participating faculty member in the India Ex
change Program between Armstrong State Uni
versity and Andhra University in
Vishakhapatnam, Andhra Pradesh. I am report
ing here the details and preliminary results of
the fieldwork we conducted in India.
My co-researcher was my spouse, Dr.
Arindam Mukherjee, who is also a biological
anthropologist. We prepared a research proposal
before we left for India, and identified a spe
cific research topic on which to focus our fieldwork. Essentially, we were interested in test
ing some predictions from evolutionary theory
regarding the investment of parental
resources in children. From evolutionary theory,
we predicted that parents would invest more re
sources in their children (all else being equal)
the more closely they were related to their chil
dren. We predicted that children of endogamous
marriages (e.g. marriages between cousins)
would receive greater parental investment than
children of exogamous marriages (marriages
between non-relatives).
As di
verse marriage patterns exist in India, both
within as well as between populations, India
provided an ekdellent opportunity for testing
predictions regarding parental investment strate^ics. Endogamous marriages are very com
mon in several areas of India, including the state

Vadabalija Woman and her child.
of Andhra Pradesh where we were visiting. And
as endogamous marriages are common, the po
tentially deleterious effects of inbreeding will
have been removed (or at least greatly reduced)
after only approximately three generations of
inbreeding. ,
So, we had identified a research topic and con
structed a survey instmment (a questionnare) be
fore we left for India. Once we arrived atAndhra
University, we met with several anthropologists
at the university to help us to identify a
study population in which to conduct the
field research. Dr. James Naidu, a bio
logical anthropologist at Andhra Univer
sity who had conducted numerous field

Extended Family Members in the Bay of Bengal

studies in the state, was very helpful in assist
ing us to identify a study population. We de
cided to study parental investment strategies
among the Vadabalija, as cousin marriages and
uncle-neice marriages are common in this popu
lation.
The Vadabalija are a fishing caste who live
in several small fishing villages scattered along
the north-east coast of the Bay of Bengal. We
hired a anthropology graduate student from
Andhra University, Mr. Joshi Reddy, to assist
us in translating English to Telugu (the regional
language of the state of Andhra Pradesh), and
we were ready to begin our fieldwork.
Read the next issue of the Inkwell to find
out our results!!

Everyone seemed to enjoy their star status in front of the camera
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New Economic Realities
Mean New Roles for
Community College

nity Colleges. With an average annual tuition of logue is something that isgoing to bea key pieceof
$1,400 and open admissions policies, community a community college's role."
colleges are available and affordable to far more
Briand couldn't agree more. His three-year
people than the average four-year university.
project funded by the W. K. Kellogg F oundation
Since the first community college opened in links four community colleges around the nation in
By Linda Blackford
Joliet, 111., in 1901, enrollment has grown to roughly a range of efforts to help them bring citizens together
American News Service
10.6 million students at more than 1,200 schools . to address community problems.
Like many Texans over the past two decades, Allen At local communitycolleges, studentscan complete
Community colleges can play a vital role in
Brazzel rode the high and lows of the oil industry. two-year technical degrees, prepare to transfer to helping people "re-acquire the skills of the demo
He started out as a laborer on an oil rig in the four-year colleges, retrain for new jobs, or simply cratic art—to listen and talk to one another, to dis
Gulf of Mexico when oil was flooding Texas and teke a few basic classes, like computer skills.
cern community interests," said Briand, who heads
Louisiana with job s and money. A few years after
"By and large, community colleges are serv- the Community Self-Leadership Project in Trinidad,
he became an petr oleum engineer and easily sup- 'n8 not the 18-year-olds but people going through Colo.
ported his wife and four daughters.
career changes, single mothers goingback to school
Two years ago, Trinidad, an old mining town
But by the early 1980s, oil started to bottom and so forth," said Michael Briand, director of the near the New Mexico border, appeared deeply di
out, and Brazzel started trading jobs. He was in Community Self-Leadership Project at Arapahoe vided over whether to legalizegambling. But in talk
specting oil field machinery in 1986 when he was Community College in C olorado. "Four-year col ing with students, residents and community lead
laid off for good.
leges have the luxury of being insulated from the ers, Briand said, "It soon became clear that the ques
Brazzel decided he had to switch careers if he changes hitting people.We have a much better sense tion was really: Do we want to grow and develop
was going to support his family. So he went back to of what's going on."
economically, in what direction and how fast?"
But Deborah DiCroce didn't always have that
school at El Centra Community College, part of the
The college held acommunity convention that
Dallas County Community College District in Dal sense about her school, Piedmont VirginiaCommu brought together new and older residents, who
nity College. The college sits on a hill above agreed that they w anted to grow but in a way that
las.
El Centra had j ust started a two-year cardio Charlottesville, Va., only five miles from the com protected Trinidad's small size, low crime rate and
vascular technology program. A month after gradu munity it wantsto serve, but she saidPiedmont could healthy environment.
ation Brazzel was making more than $40,000 a year just as well have been 500 miles away.
"We framed the question and got people talk
That's no longer the case. Among the signs of ing constructively," he said.
as a registered ca rdiovascular technician, aiding
change is the new College Neighborhood Center in
Dallas-area doctors with heart catheterizations.
That first citizen convention led to a second
Charlottesville's
downtown
area,
sp
onsored
by
Pied
"It was really tough going back to school," said
that produced a new community organization to
Brazzel, 41, who like many people, thought com mont with help from the city and nearby University pursue economic development "consistent with the
munity college would be easier than its four-year of Virginia.
public's voice," said Briand. Similar public prob
"This center takes thecollege off the hill," said lem-solving projects are headed by Sante Fe Com
kin. "I don't think community colleges need to hide
their heads. They helped me out in a time of need." DiCroce, the president. So immersed is it now in munity College in New Mexico, Jackson Commu
Brazzel is one of the success stories that are city life that the college has begun providing spe nity College in Michigan and Gulf Coast Commu
changing the image of community colleges. Once cialized training for jobs at a hotel that hasn't even nity College in Panama City, Fla.
"You don't get this in the Ivy League," Briand
thought of as a second, inferior choice to four-year broken ground yet. Those trained will have the up
asserted. "Instead you get classes on political sci
colleges and universities, community colleges are per hand in competing for the new jobs.
"We view our facilities as belonging to the ence, which is like teachingartists to draw by teach
gaining new recognition for t heir historic roles in
community,"
DiCroce said. "A community college ing them the history of art. You can't learn demo
serving students and communities.
is
in
a
unique
position to be the linchpin for exam cratic skills unless you practice them."
While teaching the skills needed in a changing
ining
a
community-wide
issue—it may be economic
As for the more mundane skills, many people
economy, the colleges are also seeking to reclaim
their identity as true community institutions, serv development, a well-trained work force or issues have been seeking out community colleges, to help
them compete in the new economy. Yet others
ing not only their students but the neighborhoods associated with poverty."
That
civic
role
is
not
new
for
community
col
merely settle for the two-year colleges, looking at
around them.
leges,
but
it
is
enlarging,
say
Diane
U.
Eisenberg,
a
them as but a "second chance to be part of higher
Often called "junior" colleges, the schools are
shedding the old image "because the time is right to consultant with AACC. In 1976 she worked on a education," DiCroce acknowledged. "They blew it
do so—the majority of jobs that are going to be cre National Endowment forthe Humanities Project that in high school and realize they better make thecon
ated in this country are jobs that require more than a convened civic groups to talk about various aspects nection with what they want do do five years down
the road."
high school diploma but less than a four-year col of the American experience.
"Community
colleges
were
the
most
respon
She doesn't seem to mind."Acommunity col
lege degree," said Claudia Robinson, a community
sive
to
the
idea
of
being
in
a
space
where
people
lege
is
simply a microcosm of the society we live
liaison for Dallas County Community College Dis
can
discuss
community
issues,"
Eisenberg
said.
in,"
DiCroce
said. "It sounds trite to say it, but we
trict.
"Seeing
themselves
as
a
space
for
community
dia
really
are
democracy's
college."
At the same time, community colleges are aim
ing to be part of the solution in their communities.
The 45,000-student Dallas County community
college network, for example, is launching a joint
effort with a large firm that has plans to build a new
presents its first annual
computer chip plant. The community colleges' eco
SCI-FI FILM FEST
nomic development center will train hundreds of
3 pm.
7 p.m.
workers the factory will need.
Tuesday, June 25
Flash Gordon
"The beauty of this project is that the people
Metropolis
Wednesday, June 26
Abbott A CosteHo Meet Frank. It Came From Outer Space
who will get the training will come from South Dal
Thursday, June 27
Forbidden Planet
las, which is heavily Hispanic and black. The trainGamera
Friday, June 28
ing program will move people in the area into goodFantastic Planet
Apollo 13
paying jobs," Robinson said.
SATURDAY, JUNE 29-DOUBLE FEATURE: 7 P.M. FARENHBT4S1
9 P.M. 2001
Across the nation, enrollment in community
SdMrtnes era FREE ««h Rigutar MUMUO AdmMon, *3 for adult and $2 lor cMdran undw12
AdntiMkm I* on a IM-com*, M-earMd bed* a th» SavwiMh Sdanc* Muwum, 4406 Pautoan StrMt, 3654706
colleges has risen steadily over the past 20 years,
according to die American Association of Commu-

SAVANNAH SCIENCE MUSEUM
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Students Ttirn To Job Hunting
On The Internet
By Colleen DeBaise
College Press Service
Leafing through classified ads. Trek
king across campus to the career center
to check the latest job listings.. Mailing
out stacks of resumes.
To Sara Sutton and Rachel Bell, it
didn't make any sense that job hunting
should be such a hassle. So, the two col
lege students decided to do something
about it.
Sutton, a junior at the University of
California-Berkeley, and Bell, also a jun
ior at Hobart & William Smith Colleges,
took a year off from school to establish
JobDirect, an Internet-based placement
service that officially launched in midMay.
"We were talking about this whole
job process," said Sutton, of herself and
Bell, a childhood friend. "We saw the
stress of the job hunt."
With JobDirect, students can fill out
an online resume form, listing informa
tion such as their major and activities.
They also can check their area of inter
est, whether its business, law or sports.
The information is stored in a database
for companies to peruse, and can be up
dated by the student at any time. Also,
the site's database sorts through job list
ings and places good matches instudent's
in-boxes, Sutton said.
To date, she and Bell have recruited
25-50 companies—larger ones like
AT&T and Xerox, as well as small- to
medium-sized businesses—who plan to
use JobDirect. Their site joins a variety
of other career placement sites already
on the Net.
Increasingly, students are turning to
the Internet for their job search, as more
and more companies are tuning into
cyberspace to recruit employees, say col
lege placement officers.
Jeannette Fromm, a graduate student
in computer science at the University of
Dayton, accepted a job offer as a pro
grammer after only a two-month job

hunt, conducted entirely online.
said.
"The previous times Ihad been look
A student can check out the variety
ing for a job, I would have to go to the of job placement services on the Net by
[UD] Placement Center during the hours clicking on a search engine such as Ya
they were open, make copies of job list hoo or Excite, then using a keyword
ings and take them home to work with," search such as "jobs" or "careers"
Fromm said.
For example, the siteCareerPath was
But this time, by checking web sites created by six major newspapers, includ
created by variety of career placement ing The New YorkTimes and The Wash
services, she was able to switch on her ington Post, and features more than
computer and look for jobs at any time 40,000 job listings.
of the day—whether it was in the morn
NationJob's site features a little guy
ing before classes or late at night.
named P.J. (that's short for Personal
Job searching on the Internet has Job)Scout, who will find job listingsthat
been increasingly popular among stu match a user's credential and send them
dents in the past six months, according via e-mail.
to Sue Borgert, assistant director of job
Other sites, such as CollegeGrad Job
development inthe UD CareerPlacement Hunter, which describes itself as "your
Center. More companies are posting job link to life after college," give advise on
listings, more web sites are offering job resume writing.
searches, and more students are using the
Chris Wiley of the UD Placement
'Net to post their resume and land a job, Center cautions students to be careful
she said.
about what information they post on the
Chris Wiley, who works with UD Internet, and suggests using only an ealumni searching for career opportuni
mail address rather than atelephone num
ties, said that when job listings first be
ber or home mailing address.
gan to appear online, they were prima
Also, the ease and convenience of
rily for technical positions. "Now we're
seeing more and more of any type of using the Internet may be misleading,
Wiley warns. The Internet services
position," she said.
Students increasingly are using the should supplement, rather than replace,
Internet because job listings are con conventional job-hunting techniques,
stantly updated and available 24 hours a such as networking and looking through
classified ads, Wiley said.
day, Borgert added.
By using the Net, job hunters also
"It's an added tool," she said. "Any
demonstrate that they have skills in thing more you can do to have your re
online research, a relatively new talent sume exposed to more companies is go
that many companies are seeking, she ing to be a plus."
STAMPEDE
by Willow Cook
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Announcements and Events
The Skidaway Marine Science Foundation is sponsoring a Marsh Walk led by
Marine Biologist Dr. Charles Belin. The
Walk will take place on Saturday Afternoon on June 29th. For more information call (912) 598-2325.

serves the entire United States and offers a forum for both straight and gay
seekers 18 years or older. No obscene
material is allowed. Cupid's Corner can
be found at http://www.egregore.com/
Olympic JobsAvailable in FoodService

New Service Offers a wav for inAUanta Must be available to workJuly
r»
1 through August 4. Call 1-800-356A
People to Meet Partners
9022.
Anew Internet Service, Cupid's Corner,
has made i ts debut by offering on-line
users a way to meet romantic partners,
You can even post photos of yourself
with your free personal ad. The site

The Inkwell accepts classified ads
starting at 7.50 per column inch. Students may place a 20 - 25 word ad for
$5.00

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

Top Video Rentals
1. Waiting To Exhale starring
Whitney Houston (Fox-Video —
Rated: R) Last Week: 1
2. Seven Brad Pitt (New Line
Video — R) No. 2
3. Dead Presidents Larenz Tate
(Buena Vista — R) New Entry
4. The Bridges Of Madison
County Clint Eastwood (Warner —
PG-13) No. 3
5. The Money Train Wesley
Snipes (Columbia TriStar — R) No.
4
6. Braveheart Mel Gibson
(Paramount — R) No. 5
7. How To Make An American
Quilt Winona Ryder (MCA/Univer
sal — PG-13) No. 6
8. To Die For Nicole Kidman
(Columbia TriStar — R) No. 10
9. White Man's Burden John
Travolta (HBO — R ) No. 8
10. Strange Days Ralph Fiennes
(FoxVideo — R) No. 16
11. Now And Then Christina
Ricci (Turner — PG-13) N o. 7
12. Jumaqji Robin Williams
(Columbia TriStar — PG) New
Entry
13. Devil In A Blue Dress Denzel
Washington (Columbia TriStar —
R) No. 12
14. Tom And Huck Jonathan
Taylor Thomas (Walt Disney — PG)
New Entry
15. Copycat Holly Hunter (FoxVideo — R) No. 14
16. Babe James Cromwell
(Columbia TriStar — G) No. 9
17. The Aristocats (Walt Disney
— G) No. 15

4 ad

Don't ruin a perfectly good summer. Slow down.
©
S H ATT
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S

U S D epartment
of Transportation
National Highway
Traffic Safety
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the couch's corner by Dion Couch

Uu Collins mctt Rtminlll

In case you missed it...and judging by the turnout you did... the Fai DoDo washeld on a beautiful Friday
evening on Shearhouse Plaza! Waylon Thibideau and band put on a wail of a show for the sparse crowd
of less than one hundred. A cajun jambalaya feast was prepared by Kenn Eckhardt's capable culinary
staff, while Louisiana's own Gary Guillory boiled the still crawling crawfish! The College Union Board
works hard to bring Armstrong the wide variety of entertainment necessary to satisfy our diverse student
body. Look for (and Attend!!) future CUBofferings.
photo,s by ^ Couch

HOSTED BY ASC
^
Q
Jj*
t/J
^

Armstrong State recently hosted a three
school art show in the lobby of the Fine
Arts auditorium. The three schools represented were the School of Visual Arts, the
Savannah College of Art and Design, and
of course, Armstrong State College.
The whole exhibit was broughttogether by
Beth Harper, Presidentof Armstrong's Stu~ dent Art Association and Jared Konrath,
President of the Savannah Visual Arts stu
dent body. Forty-eight artisits contributed
over 150 pieces of art ranging from
Jpj photograhs, drawings, paintings and ce
ramics. A pleasant variety of acoustic mu
sic was performedby Linnus, Javier Matos,
and Melanie Mirande, while people appre
ciated the art work. While disappointed by
the relatively small turnout, plans are al
ready being made for future shows.

o
o
X

o

Waylon Thibideau (center) fiddles the night away.

Gary shows us how to suck head and eat tail...we mean
crawfish of course. Did he wash his hands first?

Sports Quiz
by Larry Dun can

SGA Inaction - Oops, I mean
"In Action"
The Student Government Association took advan
tage of a couple of beautiful days to hold their
weekly meeting outside. SGA Vice President Sean
Connelly said "the meetings ran very smoothly and
the Senators seemed to like thechande of scenery."
Contrary to the rumor, future meetings will not be
held on River Street. SGA meetings are held every
Thursday (except Summer Quarter)at noon and are
open to the student body.
SGA Members Enjoy the sun on the Shearhouse Plaza Patio.

1. Who was the first defenseman to
win the NHL scoring championship?
2. What is called "The Most Excit
ing Two Minutes in Sports"?
3. In what three ways, apart from a
disqualification, can a boxer win a
fight?
4. Who was the first boxer to hold
the world heavyweight champion
ship three times?
5. From what city did the Atlanta
Braves transfer for the 1966 baseball
season?
6. How many men field a Canadian
football team?
7. What baseball team retired Har
mon Killebrew's No. 3?
8. Who was the only golfer to win
the U.Svand British Opens and
Amateurs in the same year?
Sports Quiz Answers

1. Bobby Orr, 2. the Kentucky
Derby; 3. by knockout, technical
knockout, or decision; 4. Muham
mad AH; 5. Milwaukee; 6.12; 7.the
Minnesota Twins; 8. Bobby Jones
01996 by King Feature Synd.

EAT TO THE BEAT; The Fercussioa Ensemble performed
for the lunch time crowd in the cafeteria on May 30.

What goes up must come down? The roof over Shearhouse Plaza
was replaced with a new one last week when it was discovered
that the old wood was not up to specs. Is there such a job opening
for a wood specs checker?

The Funny Pages
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Natasha's Stars
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ARIES (March 21 to April 19)
Doing s omething really well satis
fies you this week. However, try not
to scatter your energies or you will
overtire you rself. Give nerves a
vacation this weekend and strive for
relaxation and leisure time.
TAURUS (April 20 to May 20)
Others ag ree with y ou early in the
week and this gives added impetus to
your plan s on the job. Don't be
picky, but still remember to get your
GEORGE by MARK SZORAOY
money's w orth if out shopping. Be
sure you know how to ferret out the
SCORPIO (October 23 to
WHAT?/ NOUJ YOU
T
best deals.
November 21) Agreements made
"R> HEAR >O uR ECHO?/
GEMINI (May 2 1 to June 20) A
this week aren't likely to be kept in
partner serves as a ballast to you as
the long run. Home is your secret
you tackle a difficult social situation
hideaway, but there could be some
this week. You 're not really comfort unexpected visitors later inthe week.
able in such a formal setting, so fol Be prepared for this possible even
low this person's lead. Although you
tuality.
feel inept, there's no reason for
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
blatant insecurity.
December 21) Your charm makes up
CANCER (June 21 to July 22) for real or imagined shortcomings in
Things move along quickly and posi business dealings. Be yourself and
tively for you at home and on the job. things fall into place naturally.
A family memb er wants to be in Domestic concerns are still with you
cluded in something, but you'd and are best addressed over the
rather be alone. Some compromising weekend.
is necessary to resolve this satisfac
CAPRICORN (December 22 to
torily without hurting someone's January 19) Intuition is your ally this
feelings.
week, especially where career mat
LEO (July 23 to August 22) The ters are concerned. In general, accent
beginning of the week isn't the best moderation in health and diet. The
time to ask favors from friends. weekend is tailor-made for romance,
You'll make important progress in but your date could make an unusual
career endeavors through your own request.
fine efforts. This weekend, you're in
AQUARIUS (January 20 to
a r ather cyn ical mood. Accent the February 18) Travelers could meet
positive.
with unexpected expenses this week.
VIRGO (August 23 to September In fact, travel o r entertaining guests
22) Watch errors in judgement in proves more costly than anticipated
spending and an inclination to be in general. Feel good about yourself,
overly extravagant. Partners aren't but don't become pompous.
necessarily in agreement on finan
PISCES (February 19 to March
cial interests later in the week. Make 20) Although you'll get along well
an effort to open up the lines of com enough with partners this week,
munication.
things could get testy with a friend or
LIBRA (September 23 to October acquaintance later in the week.
22) Negative feedback you receive You're easily provoked now, so try
hurts you, but it becomes the catalyst to keep your cool. Your health is at
leading to a plethora of ideas. The stake.
01996 by King Features Synd.
latter pa rt of the week is best for
relaxation and romance with a
SIGNE
partner. Steal away by yourselves.
PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS
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The Back Page
Critic's Corner
by Michael Greene
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FLIPPER
Fans of the Nickelodeon TV cable
network are familiar with "Flipper,"
the old 1960s TV show. However,
other than the main character being
a dolphin, there's no real story line
resemblance at all. And that's not a
loss in this case!
Elijah Wood, the new boywonder of the big screen (having
successfully taken over the crown of
Macaulay Culkin) portrays Sandy
Ricks. A lonely 14-year-old, he finds
himself "exiled" to a remote island
to spend the summer with his some
what wacky Uncle Porter (Paul
Hogan). Sandy's more than a little
upset at this turn of events. He'll be
missing all his friends and familiar
haunts (mall, video arcade). Worst of
all, he has to miss a Red Hot Chili
Peppers concert for which he had
two backstage passes.
Hogan as Porter is quite the char
acter. He tools around in an old boat
which could easily be mistaken for a
garbage scow. He "toasts" bread by
burning it with a blow torch, and he's
proud of his hippie background.
Sandy dreams of nothing but es
caping from this nightmare of a sum
mer — that is — until he meets
Flipper. Soon Sandy and Flipper are
off on an important adventure, trying

to solve the mystery of why the local
fish keep dying. Sandy's uncle gets
involved and, naturally, the bonding
between nephew and uncle begins.
As boy/pet movies go, there are no
surprises here. It's a safe, "formula"
flick. However, young Elijah Wood,
along with the several dolphins (and
robot dolphin) who portrayed Flippier, are the scene stealers of this
movie. A trouper who could teach
some bratty adult actors some man
ners, Wood even performed his own
stunts, quite gutsy for a kid his age.
He's got a long future in this busi
ness, proving that he can go from
child actor to teen comfortably main
taining his puckish charm.
This is a feel-good family film
which I say easily rates four stars!
©1996 by King Features Synd.

THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Burden
5 Friendly conver
sations
10 Snatch
14 Accomplished
15 Ingredient in
plastics
16 Breathing sound
17 Of t he ear
18 Upper crust
19 French river
20 Tire type
22 Beirut's land
24 Sup
25 Old World finch
26 Regard with
suspicion
30 Russian plain
34 Singles
35 Wander
37 Courtroom
drama
38 Convert into
leather
39 Continued sto
ries
41 Age
42 Beginning
44 Against
45 Let it s tand
46 Staggered
48 Prank
50 Issued a chal
lenge
52 Make a mistake
53 Light spear
56 Rubber-soled
shoe
60 Finished
61 Former senator
Kefauver
63 Chinese river
64 Boat structure
65 Set of rooms
66 Ogled
67 Catch sight of
68 Uptight
69 Capitol feature
DOWN
1 Scent
2 Short letter
3 Distinct entity
4 Hidden things
5 Human being
6 Kept

AFTER A LL THE BAD PRESS THE NAVY'S BEEN GETTING,I DECIDED TO SWITCH!"

Top 10 Singles
1. Bone Thugs-N-Harmony "The
Crossroads" (Ruthless/Relativity)
Last Week: No. 1
2. Tracy Chapman "Give Me One
Reason" (Elektra/EEG) No. 2
3. George Michael "Fastlove"
(Dreamworks/Geffen) No. 7
4. McLyte Feat. Xscape "Keep In,
Keepin' On" (Flavor Unit/East
West/EEG) No. 5
5. Hootie and The Blowflsh "Old

7 "—was going..."
8 Name
9 Villainous
expressions
10 One expressing
pain
11 Weather word
12 In addition
13 Auxiliary verb
21 Hearing organ
23 Posts on a
ship's deck
25 Colored, in a
way
26 Engine
27 Silly
28 Logic
29 Shore bird
31 Michelangelo
statue
32 Peeled
33 Make happy
36 Small rugs
39 Filch
40 One granted
permission
43 Along in y ears
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45 Used an atomiz
er
47 Most arid
49 Exist
51 Follow after
53 Funny story
54 Sts.

|

55
56
57
58

Gore, e.g.
Pairs
Knockout
Fundamental:
abbr.
59 Impolite
62 Metal

I
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Man And Me (When I Get To
Heaven)" (Atlantic) No. 6
6. Jann Arden "Insensitive"
(A&M) No. 12
7. Jodeci "Get On Up" (Up
town/MCA) No. 25
8. La Bouche "Sweet Dreams"
(RCA) No. 18
9. Los Del Rio "Macarena
(Bayside Boys Mix)" (RCA) No. 15
10. Mariah Carey "Always Be
My Baby" (Columbia) No. 3

